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Trend Micro™

Complete User Protection
Protect Your Users with the Broadest Range of Email and Collaboration Security
introduction
Let’s face it. Email is still the number one way that attackers enter your organization.
According to TrendLabs research, over 90% of targeted attacks start with an email. So if
your current messaging security is outdated, it may be leaving out the welcome mat for
attackers. You’ll have to rely on your users to protect your information. And they often
need protection from themselves.
Unfortunately, your users can be fooled by phishing emails, which trick them into opening
an attachment or clicking on a link that infects their device. The same goes for outbound
emails, where employees can include the wrong attachment and accidently expose sensitive
data resulting in a compliance nightmare. You need interconnected email and collaboration
security that blocks the “bad stuff” from coming in and keeps the “good stuff” from going
out unprotected.
It’s not all that easy, even in a standard on-premise environment. But if you are like most
organizations, you’re moving much of your business to the cloud now. And even more in the
future. Is your security ready? Whether you are moving to a hosted email system, virtualizing
your gateway, or moving your email server to Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services, you
need a vendor who can support you with complete visibility across all communications and
all deployment models. It’s time to start thinking about how email and collaboration security
can help you provide complete user protection.

Protect your users with leading email
and collaboration security
Trend Micro email and collaboration security products provide superior protection against
spam, phishing, malware, and targeted attacks. Built on the industry’s most effective antispam
engine, our messaging security solutions consistently stop more spam and phishing—as
validated by independent tests. Opus1 consistently names Trend Micro #1 in antispam. And
NSS Labs found us #1 in phishing protection. Trend Micro email and collaboration security
solutions simplify compliance by using DLP templates and policy-based email encryption.
Central management gives you visibility across products for threat and data protection.
And our security deploys in the way that best protects your particular business, whether
you need SaaS, hybrid, virtual, or mail server form factors to fit your unique environment.

Superior Protection against phishing attacks and
advanced malware
Trend Micro provides comprehensive protection against all types of messaging threats. Trend
Micro email security products use the latest techniques to detect phishing and malware. The
Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ provides global threat intelligence. This massive
data mining framework correlates more threats using big data analysis and a vast army of
threat sensors. So you get global and local, real-time threat intelligence correlated across
a global network. These real-time updates use reputation based filtering as a first step
to block spam, phishing, and malicious URLs before they enter your business.
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Trend Micro Email and Collaboration
Security Solutions
•• Trend Micro™ InterScan™ Messaging
Security Virtual Appliance—Email
gateway security deployed as virtual
appliance or software

•• Trend Micro™ InterScan™ Messaging
Security Suite—Email gateway security
deployed as software on Linux or
Windows servers

•• Trend Micro™ ScanMail™ Suite for
Microsoft Exchange—Mail server
security deployed on Microsoft Exchange

•• Trend Micro™ ScanMail™ Suite for IBM
Domino—Mail server security deployed
on Domino

•• Trend Micro™ Hosted Email Security—
Email gateway security deployed as
a service

•• Trend Micro™ IM Security for
Microsoft Lync—Instant messaging
security deployed on Lync servers

•• Trend Micro™ PortalProtect™ for
Microsoft SharePoint—Collaboration
security deployed on SharePoint servers

Superior Protection against phishing attacks and advanced malware (cont.)
We also protect you against data breaches and infections from spear phishing and advanced
malware. Trend Micro email and collaboration security solutions easily expand to add custom
sandbox analysis that detects malware within your own unique environment. Our optional
sandboxing opens attachments in a secure environment to monitor behavior. And document
exploit detection finds malware hidden in PDF and other benign looking documents. Together
these techniques provide the best protection against email attacks.

Simplified Compliance with DLP, Email Encryption,
and Centralized Management
No matter how well you are protected, your employees can make mistakes and inadvertently
send or post sensitive data. Trend Micro email and collaboration security solutions help you
overcome most of these compliance challenges. Our pre-made DLP templates and policy-based
email encryption make it simple to turn on data protection. Better yet, once it’s live, you can
centrally monitor DLP violations with Trend Micro Control Manager™. So you have complete
visibility across web, endpoint, and email security. That means you’ll spend less time administering
security policies.
Saving time is good. Because managing multiple security products across multiple locations
can be difficult. And it’s costly—multiple studies show that security management is the
highest cost factor. Now you can simplify your management by administering day-to-day
operations centrally from Trend Micro Control Manager. Central management reduces
the time spent on security. And customizable dashboards and role-based access put the
information you need at your fingertips. So you can centrally manage spam and malware
detection within Trend Micro gateway and mail server security solutions. But you can also
centrally manage DLP in addition to threat prevention. And you can manage all layers of
security from a single console, whether that security is hosted, on-premise, or both.

Deployment options to fit your exact environment
IT models are rapidly evolving; what is on-premise today, may be in the cloud tomorrow.
Surprisingly, it’s difficult to find security that can seamlessly evolve throughout this process.
So you’re forced to choose between on-premise and cloud-based security. Even worse, you may
be forced to pay for both separately, When, in reality, you need to be able to choose the best
mix of both to maintain maximum responsiveness to the dynamic needs of your business.
To deploy security that is optimized for the environment with a vendor you trust, look no
farther than Trend Micro. We offer the largest product breadth of any vendor for email and
collaboration. Plus, we let you easily mix or switch between cloud, on-premise, or hybrid
security form factors, when you purchase your email and collaboration security as part of the
Smart Protection Complete Suite. But you won’t sacrifice visibility or control across deployment
models. User-centric management gives you insight into all of a user’s activities across
different threat vectors and into both cloud and on-premise environments.

Focus on key entry points to stop spam and
advanced attacks
With the explosion of attacks that are targeting your business through email, you need to
protect all of your users’ communications against sophisticated attackers. With Trend Micro
email and collaboration security, you get better protection against today’s evolving threats,
deeper compliance with central management, and a flexible approach to leveraging the
cloud for security.
Deploying Trend Micro email and collaboration security as part of Trend Micro Complete User
Protection, you experience exponential gains in protection as all layers of security work together
and are managed together to better correlate threat data and give visibility to a threat. At
the end of the day, we’ll help you stop more threats, more often.
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Securing Your Journey to the Cloud
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